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1. Introduction

This article is the result of a comprehensive analysis of the research 
outcomes of Ming/Qing Confucian studies in Korea among the academic 
papers published in 2019. The search criteria were papers published in 
journals registered in the Korean Citation Index(KCI) of the National 
Research Foundation(NRF) and doctoral theses from January to 
December 2019. The paper collections searched for in the analysis of this 
report were classified into four categories according to the classification 
scheme of the NRF: philosophy(n=25), Confucian studies(n=4), other 
humanities(n=1), and Chinese language and literature(n=1).

Among the papers derived using the above search criteria, 24 were 
found to cover the period of Chinese Ming/Qing Confucianism. To give 
a clear overview of these papers, they were first classified by scholar. Each 
paper is briefly presented here, followed by in‒depth analyses of selected 
papers.

2. Classification by Scholar

1) Papers on Wang Yangming and his followers 

1. Park, Kil‒Su: “The Study on the single Nature of Wangyangming‒
mainly in Comparison with Zhuxi’s Nature Theory”(Studies in 
Confucianism 2019, vol.49) 

2. Park, Kil‒Su: “WangYangming’s ‘Original Mind’ theory from the 
point of view of ‘Knowing and Action is One’”(YANG‒MING 
STUDIES 2019, vol., no.55)

3. Sun Byeongsam: “How to Understand The Mind‒Heart is Li(xin ji li 
心卽理) in Wang Yang‒ming’s Thought”(THE JOURNAL OF ASIAN 
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PHILOSOPHY IN KOREA 2019, vol., no.51) 
4. Gap‒Yim Jung: “Wang Yang‒Ming’s Mind‒Heart Learning and 

Empathy”(Studies in Confucianism 2019, vol.48)
5. Huang, jinsu: “A Study on the Self‒sufficiency of Wang Yang Ming's 

Intuitive Knowledge from the Eastern and Western Mind Nature 
Argument Perspectives”(Studies in Confucianism 2019, vol.47)

6. Kwon Young Hwa: “An Analysis on Liang‒Zhi(良知) of Wang 
Yangming and Bergson’s Intuition”(Studies in Philosophy East‒West 
2019, vol., no.91)

7. Lee, Shengho: “Xuling(虛靈)'s status and function in Wang 
Yangming's Liangzhi theory”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., 
no.55)

8. Ahn Jae Ho: “A narrow viewpoint on the system of Wang ShouRen's 
cultivation theory”(JOURNAL OF YULGOK‒STUDIES 2019, vol.39, 
no.0)

9. Choi Jae Mok: “The portrait of Wang Yang‒ming, Consumption, 
and Empathy[Cedazhixin]”(TOEGYE‒HAK‒LON‒JIB 2019, vol., 
no.24) 

10. Kim Yong‒Jae: “A Study on Confucius and Yangming’s ‘behavior’ 
ideas of education”(Onji Studies 2019, vol., no.58)

11. LEE CHONIL: “A Study on the Reading Education of Wang Yang‒
Ming”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.52)

12. Han Jeong Gil: “A study on governing thought of Wang Gen in the 
Taizhou school based on his theory of settling oneself”(TAE‒DONG 
YEARLY REVIEW OF CLASSICS 2019, vol., no.52)

13. Han Jeong Gil: “A Study on Statecraft Thought of the Intelligent 
Bureaucrats in Gangu Yangming School”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 
2019, vol., no.52)

14. Park Hyunjung: “The Idea of the substance and its functions(即體
即用) in the later Yangming scholar Nie‒Bao(聶豹)’s theory of the 
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restoration of tranquility(歸寂)”(THE JOURNAL OF KOREAN 
PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORY 2019, vol., no.62)

15. Kim, Yon Jae: “Luo‒hong‒xian's Zhu‒jing‒ti‒wu doctrine and 
the moralistic metaphysics of Wei‒yi‒wan‒xu : focusing upon the 
Horizon of Ji‒ti‒gan‒yong”(YANG‒MING STUDIES 2019, vol., 
no.55)

16. SEO GANG HWIE: “Chen Ming‒shui's Xinti(心體) view through 
Understanding JI(幾)”(THE JOURNAL OF ASIAN PHILOSOPHY 
IN KOREA 2019, vol., no.52) 

17. Lee Kwon Hyo: “A study on the consciousness of crisis and identity 
of Philosophy‒a new clue to the understanding of Li zhi‒”(YANG‒
MING STUDIES 2019, vol., no.54,)

18. JO, MIN HWAN: “A Comparative Study on the “A view of a crazy 
person” between lĭzhì[李贄], Yuánhóngdào[袁宏道]“(The CHUNG 
KUK HAK PO 2019, vol., no.90)

Eighteen out of 24 papers cover the Yangming school, accounting 
for over 75% of all papers on Ming/Qing Confucian studies, which is a 
slight increase compared to 2018(65%). The proportion of articles on 
the Yangming school(Wang Yangming and followers) among the articles 
on Ming/Qing Confucian studies has been increasing or stagnating over 
the past years: nine papers in 2015, 12 in 2016, 21 papers in 2017, 17 
out of 26 papers in 2018, and 18 out of 24 papers in 2019. It was thus 
reaffirmed that the research mainstream of Ming/Qing Confucian studies 
in Korea is research on the Yangming school. 

(1) Park Kil‒su’s paper, “Study on the Single Nature of Wangyangming 
‒ Mainly in Comparison to Zhuxi’s Nature Theory,” covers Wang 
Yangming’s single‒nature(一性) theory. It examines why Yang Yangming 
insisted on a single nature integrating innate nature(本然之性) and 
emotional nature(氣質之性).
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(2) Kil‒su Park’s paper, “WangYangming’s ‘Original Mind’ Theory 
from the Point of View of ‘Knowing and Action is One,’” analyzes the 
theory of unity of knowing and doing(Zhixing‒He‒Yi 知行合一), one 
of Wang Yangming’s three pivotal theories(Xin‒Ji‒Li 心卽理, Zhixing‒
He‒Yi 知行合一, Zhiliangzhi 致良知). The author brings up embodied 
cognition(認知), which can be understood as an attempt to explore the 
feasibility of the theory of unity of knowing and doing by applying it to 
the research outcomes of modern disciplinary principles. 

(3) Sun Byeong‒sam’s “How to Understand The Mind‒Heart in Li(xin 
ji li 心卽理) in Wang Yang‒ming’s Thought” is a comprehensive analysis of 
Yang Yangming’s theory of identification of mind with its principle(Xin‒
Ji‒Li 心卽理).

(4) Jung Gap‒yim’s paper, “Wang Yang‒Ming’s Mind‒Heart Learning 
and Empathy(Studies in Confucianism),” first gives a brief overview of the 
empathy‒related thoughts in Eastern philosophy(Confucius, Zhuangzi, 
and Wang Yangming) and presents Marshall Rosenberg’s “Nonviolent 
Communication” process as a paragon of the modern‒day practice of 
empathy. 

(5) Huang Jin‒su’s paper, “A Study on the Self‒Sufficiency of Wang 
Yang Ming’s Intuitive Knowledge from the Eastern and Western Mind 
Nature Argument Perspectives,” gauges the possibility of the autonomous 
existence of Liang‒Zhi(良知 intuitive knowledge), thereby posing 
questions that may be raised by any researcher that comes into contact 
with the Yangming school: Is Liang‒Zhi self‒sufficient? Researchers of the 
Yangming school may find Huang’s conclusions missing the basic premises 
of the Yangming school. However, it is not very convincing from the 
outset to expect a researcher rejecting the Yangming school’s basic premises 
to accept them. It should be preceded by an objective explanation of the 
rationale for the justification of the Yangming school. In this respect, the 
aforementioned papers by Park Kil‒su and Sun Byeong‒sam elucidate the 
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basic premises of the Yangming school. 
(6) Kwon Young‒hwa’s paper, “An Analysis on Liang‒Zhi(良知) of 

Wang Yangming and Bergson’s Intuition,” is an East‒West comparison of 
a topic that may interest any researcher interested in Western philosophy. 
A comparison of the intuition‒related thoughts of Wang Yangming 
and Bergson is a topic worthy of exploration, as is the comparison 
between the Yangming school and Kant’s ethical metaphysics or Husserl’s 
phenomenology. 

(7) Sheng‒ho Lee’s paper, “Xuling’s(虛靈) status and function in 
Wang Yangming’s Liangzhi theory(良知論),” investigates the significance 
of Xuling(虛靈 pure consciousness). Lee distinguishes between Xu(虛) 
and Ling(靈) as the existential origin and epistemological function of 
Liang‒zhi(良知), respectively. However, Wang Yangming did not divide 
Xu(虛) and Ling(靈) into origin and function. Researchers familiar with 
Cheng‒Zhu Neo‒Confucian logic are prone to the trap of this kind of 
distinction. The status and function of Xuling(虛靈) in Wang Yangming’s 
theory of Liang‒Zhi(良知) should be discussed at the point touching on 
Liang‒Zhi(良知) that differentiates itself from the Zhu Xi school’s Xing(性 
human nature). 

(8) Ahn Jae‒ho’s paper, “A Narrow Viewpoint on the System of Wang 
ShouRen’s Cultivation Theory” covers the whole gamut of Zhi‒Liang‒
Zhi(致良知). The author did his PhD with Wang Fuzhi, and Yangming 
studies majors can see the depth and breadth of his expertise in the 
Yangming school in this paper alone. This can be a good guide for readers 
who want to study Wang Yangming’s Zhi‒Liang‒Zhi(致良知). In the 
same vein, it does add new insight to the existing research outcomes.

(9) Choi Jae‒mok’s paper, “The Portrait of Wang Yang‒ming, 
Consumption, and Empathy(Cedazhixin 惻怛之心),” effectively shows 
the author’s salient research style shown in his earlier papers: capturing 
meaning from a trivial and negligible point. A brief look at Choi’s studies 
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published thus far is sufficient to recognize his inimitable expertise in this 
kind of research. The divide of likes and dislikes toward his papers is likely 
to apply to this paper as well. Some readers would say it is easy, interesting, 
and useful, and others would say it is essay‒like, light, and arbitrary.

(10) Kim Yong‒jae’s paper, “A Study on Confucius and Yangming’s 
practice‒centered ideas of education: with a focus on anti‒intellectualist(反
主知主義) tendencies,” and(11) Lee Chon‒il’s “A Study on the Reading 
Education of Wang Yang‒Ming” unfold the Yangming school from the 
pedagogical theory, thereby drawing a comprehensive overview of the 
research achievements. 

(12) Han Jeong‒gil’s paper, “A Study on the Governing Thought 
of Wang Gen in the Taizhou School Based on His Theory of Settling 
Oneself,” is the research result of the author’s long‒standing research topic. 
Yangming studies is referred to as Xinxue(心學 study of mind) or Xinshen‒
zhi‒xue(心身之學 study of mind‒body). Its pivotal theory is Xinxing‒
lun(心性論 theory of mind and nature). Yangming studies is therefore 
mentioned as the pinnacle of Neisheng‒sue(內聖學 study of inner sage). 
Admitting that it is correct, it should be pointed out that Confucianism is 
based on Neisheng(內聖 study of inner sage) versus Waiwang(外王 outer 
king) and Chenji(成己 realization of self ) and Chenwu(成物 realization of 
others) and that Yangming studies is no exception. Despite this common 
basis, Zhu Xi studies emphasizes Jingshu(經書 Confucian Classics) and 
Lizhi(禮治 rule by ritual), and Yangming studies tends to prioritize 
Zide(自得 self‒attainment) and play down Lijing(禮敬 worship). The 
author extends the horizon of Yangming studies, shifting the focus from 
Neisheng‒sue(內聖學) to Waiwang‒sue(外王學).

(13) Han Jeong‒gil’s paper, “A Study on Statecraft Thought of the 
Intelligent Bureaucrats in the Gangu Yangming School with a Focus on 
Zou Shouyi(鄒守益),” is on the same trajectory as his aforementioned 
study. It covers Zou Shouyi(鄒守益, 1491‒1562), who is affiliated with 
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the Jiangyou(江右) school and evaluated to be the legitimate heir of Wang 
Yangming. By reaffirming the Jingshi‒sixian(經世思想 statecraft ideology) 
through Zou Shouyi, the author’s approach to Yangming studies from 
the perspective of Waiwang‒sue(外王學) can gain solid momentum. This 
paper provides an efficient overview of Zou Shouyi’s Jingshi‒sixian(經世
思想). Whereas Wang gen(王艮, 1483‒1541) is widely known when it 
comes to Jingshi‒sixian(經世思想), Zou Shouyi(鄒守益), recognized as the 
legitimate heir of the Yangming school, is less known in academia. In this 
context, it is noteworthy that the author associates Zou Shouyi’s approach 
of prioritizing Jing(經) with Jingshi‒sixian(經世思想), which focuses on 
the principle of statecraft. 

(14) Park Hyun‒jung’s paper, “The Idea of the Substance and its 
Functions(即體即用) in the Later Yangming Scholar Nie‒Bao’s(聶豹) 
Theory of the Restoration of Tranquility(歸寂),” provides an explanation 
of Nie‒Bao’s(聶豹) theory of the restoration of tranquility(Guiji 歸寂) 
from the perspective of Wang Yangming’s theory of Jiti‒Jiyong(即體即
用 unity of substance and function). As is well known, other Yangming 
scholars opposing Nie Bao(聶豹) criticize that his theory of the restoration 
of tranquility is not the theory of substance and function pertaining to Jiti‒
Jiyong(即體即用). The author’s strategy in defense of the Guiji‒shuo(歸寂
說 theory of the restoration of tranquility in mind) of Nie Bao(聶豹) is to 
base Nie Bao’s arguments on Wang Yangming’s writings, as did Nie Bao 
himself in defense of his own theory. Given the criticisms Nie Bao was 
exposed to at the time, however, using the same strategy again is not very 
convincing.

(15) Kim Yon‒jae’s paper, “Luo‒hong‒xian’s Zhu‒jing‒ti‒wu 
Doctrine and the Moralistic Metaphysics of Wei‒yi‒wan‒xu: Focusing 
upon the Horizon of Ji‒ti‒gan‒yong,” covers the theory of Liangzh(良
知) expounded by Luo Hongxian(羅洪先, 1504‒1564), who criticized 
Wang Gen’s Doctrine of Xiancheng‒liangzhi(現成良知 actualized innate 
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knowledge), thus solidly supporting Nie Bao(聶豹). The author analyzed 
Luo‒hong‒xian’s Zhu‒jing‒ti‒wu Doctrine from the viewpoint of 
moralistic metaphysics. While it is not an incorrect analysis, it should 
be admitted that Luo‒hong‒xian’s theory of Liangzhi has interpretative 
limitations because no Yangming scholars oppose the three paths 
presented by Kim Yon‒jae. More specifically, it is necessary to elucidate 
the characteristics of Luo‒hong‒xian’s theory of Liangzhi by analyzing it 
in comparison with other Yangming scholars. 

(16) Seo Gang‒hwie’s paper, “Chen Ming‒shui’s Xinti(心體) View 
Through Understanding JI(幾)” brings to light the theory of Liangzhi as 
expounded by Chen Mingshui(陈明水), who is little known in Korea. 
The author completed his PhD in Peking University with a dissertation 
on Chen Mingshui’s philosophy. He may thus be considered the top 
connoisseur of Chen Mingshui in Korea. 

(17) Lee Kwon‒hyo’s paper, “A Study on the Consciousness of Crisis 
and Identity of Philosophy‒A New Clue to the Understanding of Li 
Zhi” aims to recover the reputation of Li Zhi(李贄, 1368‒1644), who is 
considered a renegade. He explains the rationale behind Li Zhi’s effort 
to spread disquieting ideas in spite of the anticipated condemnation 
of mainstream society. He delivers sufficiently convincing arguments; 
unfortunately, however, without any theoretic support.

(18) Jo Min‒hwan’s paper, “A Comparative Study on ‘A View of a 
Crazy Person’ Between lĭzhì [李贄] and Yuánhóngdào[袁宏道],” compares 
two artists who advocate Kuangzhe‒guan(狂者觀 view of the crazy). 
This attempt at clarifying the similarities and differences between two 
important figures who occupy important places in the literary history of 
the Ming period deserves attention. This paper is helpful in many ways in 
understanding the notion of craziness(狂), one of the major key words in 
the philosophical and literary trends of the Ming period.
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2) Wang Fuzhi 

1. Kim Jin‒gun: Interpretational difficulties And Resolutions of 
Taegeuk, 太極 Theory’s Paradigm Shift‒Focusing on Taegeuk Theory 
of Zhuxi(朱熹), and Wang Fuzhi(王夫之),‒(THE JOURNAL OF 
ASIAN PHILOSOPHY IN KOREA 2019, vol., no.52)

2. Lee Cheol Seung: The problem of the theory of “he(和)” in the 
philosophy of Wangfuzi‒Focusing on the “he(和)”view of the 
Analects of Confucius(論語) and Moderation(中庸)(Journal of Eastern 
Philosophy 2019, vol.00, no.100)

Since the 2014 report, at least one academic paper each year has 
covered Wang Fuzhi. Among the prominent Confucian scholars who 
lived in the late Ming and Qing period, Wang Fuzhi is the scholar most 
intensively studied each year. 

(1) Kim Jin‒gun’s paper, “Interpretational Difficulties and Resolutions 
of Taegeuk, 太極 Theory’s Paradigm Shift‒Focusing on the Taegeuk 
Theory of Zhuxi 朱熹 and Wang Fuzhi 王夫之,” is the result of the author’s 
long‒standing pursuit of problem consciousness. About ten years ago, the 
author discussed the possibility of Lishengqi(理生氣 Li gives rise to Qi), 
arguing that the idea was widely accepted by Joseon’s Confucian scholars, 
and faced the criticism that Lishengqi cannot be supported by the Zhu Xi 
school’s Gongli(功利 utilitarianism). This paper may be understood as the 
author’s position toward that criticism. He explains that the doctrine of 
Taijitu(太極圖說) expounded by Zhou Dunyi(周敦頤) can be interpreted 
from the Qi‒centered, not Li‒centered, theory. He continues to argue 
that Zhou Dunyi’s doctrine of Taijitu unfolded from the perspective of 
Qi‒centered theory. That is, Lishengqi is not compatible with the system 
of the Zhu Xi school.

(2) Lee Cheol‒seung’s paper, “The Problem of the Theory of ‘He(和)’ 
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in the Philosophy of Wang Fuzi‒Focusing on the ‘He(和)’ View of the 
Analects(論語) of Confucius and Moderation(中庸),” presents Wang 
Fuzhi’s viewpoint that the philosophical basis of he(和) is not Li, but Qi, 
thus differentiating itself from Zhu Xi’s approach. 

3) Dài Zhèn

1. Jeong Bin‒Na: A Comparative Study on Discussion of Human 
body between Zhū X ī(朱熹) and Dài Zhèn(戴震) : Focusing on 
'Hierarchical Restoration' and 'Horizontal Extension'(Sogang Journal 
of Philosophy 2019, vol.58)

(1) Jeong Bin‒na’s paper, “A Comparative Study on the Discussion of 
the Human Body Between Zhū Xī(朱熹) and Dài Zhèn(戴震): Focusing 
on Hierarchical Restoration and Horizontal Extension,” has multilayered 
objectives. First, it compares Li‒xue(理学) represented by Zhu Xi to 
Qi‒xue(氣学) represented by Dai Zhen(戴震 1724‒1777). Second, it 
explains Dai Zhen’s discourse of body from the perspective of the Western 
cognitive theory and empiricism. The tripartite frame of Lixue, Xinxue, 
and Qixhu in in the Song, Ming, and Qing, periods, respectively, is an 
intuitive schema. As such, it is clear and easy to understand, but runs the 
risk of oversimplification of the given circumstances, such as with the 
dichotomization of Qixue and Lixue. The author adopted the strategy 
of avoiding the risk of oversimplification and descriptively approaching 
the differences in Lixue and Qixue represented by Zhu Xi and Dai Zhen, 
respectively, through a discourse of the body.
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4) Huang Daozhou

1. Lin, Hongtai: A Study of Huangdaozhou(黃道周)'s Appreciation 
of Zhu Xi and Lu Jiuyuan's Philosophy(JOURNAL OF YULGOK‒
STUDIES 2019, vol.40)

(1) Lin Hongtai’s paper, “A Study of Huangdaozhou’s(黃道周) 
Appreciation of Zhu Xi and Lu Jiuyuan’s Philosophy,” covers an 
interesting topic. It is significant for its contribution to research history 
in terms of historical sources because it investigates the aspect of Lixue/
Qixue integration attempts using two different approaches: Lu Jiuyuan’s 
prioritization of the Yangming school and Huang Daozhou’s prioritization 
of the Zhu Xi school.

5) Others(n=2)

1. Kim Kee hyeon: The Metaphysical Paradigm‒Shift in Neo‒
Confucianism‒The Transition from ‘li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用)’ to ‘li 
ch'eng ch'i chi(理乘氣機)’(Journal of Eastern Philosophy 2019, vol.00, 
no.97) 

2. Sung Ho‒Jun: A Study on the Theory of the Taiji and Yin‒Yang in 
Ruyi(儒醫) Zhangnan(章楠) of Qing‒dynasty(THE STUDY OF 
CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND CULTURE 2019, vol., no.78)

(1) Kim Kee‒hyeon’s paper, “The Metaphysical Paradigm‒Shift in Neo‒
Confucianism‒The Transition from li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用) to li ch'eng 
ch'i chi(理乘氣機),” covers a remarkably ambitious topic. When equating 
Liti‒qiyong(理體氣用) to Xinxue(心學) and Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) to 
Lixue(理學), this paper can be understood as a metaphysical review of the 
Zhu Xi school of the Song period and Xinxue in the Ming period. The 
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author summons Huxiang‒xue(湖湘學) and Xiangshan‒xue(象山學) 
as the metaphysics of Liti‒qiyong(理體氣用) as opposed to the Zhu Xi 
school’s Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機). Needless to say, Xiangshan‒xue(象山學) 
is the origin of Xinxue(心學). Mou Zongsan(牟宗三) came up with the 
proposition of Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) as the origin of the Xinxue of Liu 
Zongzhou(劉宗周). This provides the author’s reference to Xiangshan‒xue 
and Huxiang‒xue with a certain degree of validity. However, it has yet to 
be discussed whether it is justifiable to equate Liti‒qiyong(理體氣用) to 
Xinxue(心學) and Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) to Lixue(理學). This issue will 
be discussed in Section 3 below. 

(2) Sung Ho‒jun’s paper, “A Study on the Theory of the Taiji and 
Yin‒Yang in Ruyi(儒醫) Zhangnan(章楠) of Qing Dynasty” covers a new 
topic in the research field of Asian philosophy in Korea. The author is an 
Eastern philosophy scholar who also studied Korean traditional medicine, 
and this unique academic background is reflected well in this paper. 

3. Analysis and Review of Major Papers 

As mentioned previously, Ming/Qing Confucian studies center on the 
Yangming school, which forms a network of relationships inseparable from 
the Zhu Xi school. Investigating the similarities and differences between 
the Zhu Xi school and the Yangming school is a core issue of Song‒Ming 
Lixue(宋明理學, i.e., Neo‒Confucianism [Seonglihak in Joseon]). Many 
papers published in 2019 discuss the similarities and differences between 
the Zhu Xi school and the Yangming school. I selected the papers by Park 
Kil‒su and Kim Kee‒hyeon for in‒depth analysis. Park Kil‒su and Kim 
Kee‒hyeong discussed the similarities and differences between the Zhu Xi 
school and the Yangming school with a special reference to the Yangming 
school and the Zhu Xi school, respectively. 
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In his paper, “The Study on the Single Nature of Wangyangming‒
Mainly in Comparison to Zhuxi’s Nature Theory,” Park Kil‒su presents 
Wang Yangming’s theories of single nature(一性) and Biaode(revealed 
virtue 表德) in contrast to Zhu Xi’s differentiation between innate 
nature(本然之性) and emotional nature(氣質之性) and between four 
virtues(Side 四德) and four beginnings(Siduan 四端).

Kim Kee‒hyeon notes: “Whereas Li acts directly toward the 
manifestation(顯現) of Tianli(天理=形而上者) in the metaphysics of Liti‒
qiyong(理體氣用), Tianli(天理=形而上者) mounts on the mechanism(機) 
of Qi and actively generates goodness by interfering with the operation 
process of Qi in the metaphysics of Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機). This is 
naturally associated with the differing nature of Li. If such differences 
between these two types of metaphysics are unknown or dismissed, 
philosophical fallacies arise, as has often been the case so far.” 

In that case, what led Zhu Xi to shift the paradigm from Liti‒qiyong(理
體氣用) to Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機)? Kim Kee‒hyeon explains: “While 
comparing and discussing benxin(本心 inherent human mind) such as 
compassion(惻隱之心), for example, we infer what Zhu Xi thought worthy 
of consideration. First, explaining the phenomenal world manifested in 
an incessant process of mechanical changes of Yinyang Wuhang(陰陽五
行) with the direct mechanical changes of Tianli(天理=形而上者), as did 
Huxiang‒xue(湖湘學) scholars and Lu Jiuyuan(陸九淵), does not fit the 
moral metaphysics of the Book of Changes centering on the premise of 
Yiyou‒Taiji(易有太極). Morality, that is, goodness, arises in the process 
of mechanical changes. Goodness is generated not only by Li, but also 
by the interplay between Le and Qi as represented by Zhu Xi’s moral 
metaphysics. Second, According to Zhu Xi, Lixue(理學), based on Liti‒
qiyong(理體氣用), defines learning as waiting for the manifestation of the 
inherent good heart, which makes any preliminary learning superfluous.”

The arguments brought forward by these scholars remind us of earlier 
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arguments. Park Kil‒su represents the position that Wang Yangming 
reinforced moral practice through the theories of single nature(一性) and 
revealed virtue(表德), and Kim Kee‒hyeon represents the position that 
Zhu Xi reinforced actual moral practice through Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機). 
According to Park, the Zhu Xi school is a feeble moral practice and the 
Yangming school is not a correct moral practice. Lixue emphasizes moral 
practice. Both the Zhu Xi and Yangming schools are Lixue because both 
attach importance to moral practice. However, the Yangming school is not 
a correct moral practice from the viewpoint of the Zhu Xi school and the 
moral practice of the Zhu Xi school is enfeebled from the viewpoint of 
the Yangming school. This age‒old conflict once again arises as these two 
camps collide in the papers of Park and Kim.

Both Park’s and Kim’s papers are consistent and meticulous works. 
However, one cannot be too cautious in the use of conceptual words. 
Criticism may be raised against Park’s insistence on the theory of single 
nature(一性) advocated by Wang Yangming to the exclusion of other 
aspects of nature, thus contesting Zhu Xi’s differentiation between innate 
nature(本然之性) and emotional nature(氣質之性). Park’s argument seems 
to be in line with a research trend of associating the Yangming school 
and Qixue, albeit implicitly. On the other hand, Kim’s designation of 
the Yangming school(Xiangshan‒xue 象山學) as Liti‒qiyong(理體氣
用) and the Zhu Xi school as Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) also leaves room 
for questions. Zhu Xi accepted Xingti‒Xinyong(性體心用) of Huxiang‒
xue(湖湘學) in the old idea of Zhounghua and advocated Xintong‒
Xinqing(心統性情) in the new idea of Zhounghua(中和舊說), thereby 
denying Xingti‒Xinyong(性體心用). However, it is doubtful that this 
change can justify the application of Xingti‒Xinyong(性體心用) as Liti‒
qiyong(理體氣用). From the context in which Neo‒Confucian scholars in 
the Joseon period, who advocated the sole orthodoxy of Zhu Xi School, 
insisted on Lishenqi(理生氣), it may be inferred that Zhu Xi rejected 
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Xingti‒Xinyong but defended Liti‒qiyong. Furthermore, while Zhu 
Xi’s moral metaphysics may be determined by Lishenqi, it may also be 
countered by the argument that Licheing‒qiji(理乘氣機) has a greater 
affinity with the Yangming school, as pointed out in Park’s paper.

Kim Jin‒gun’s paper, “Interpretational Difficulties And Resolutions of 
Taegeuk, 太極 Theory’s Paradigm Shift‒Focusing on Taegeuk Theory of 
Zhuxi 朱熹 and Wang Fuzhi 王夫之,” can also be considered a work that 
arose from the author’s long‒standing problem consciousness. Some years 
back, the author discussed the possibility of Lishengqi(理生氣), wherein Li 
gives rise to Qi on the ground that that this idea was widely accepted by 
Joseon’s Confucian(理生氣) scholars, and faced the criticism that Lishengqi 
cannot be supported by Zhu Xi school’s Gongli(功利 utilitarianism). 

Kim seems to have turned away from his previous position. In his 
2019 paper, he wrote: “Zhu Xi did not adopt the original Doctrine of 
Taijitu(太極圖說) proposed by Zhou Dunyi(周敦頤) in its original form, 
but shifted its paradigm to his philosophical theory of Liben‒lun(理本
論). This resulted in two difficulties in understanding the Doctrine of 
Taijitu: the interpretations of Sheng(生) in Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi(太極生兩
儀) and Liyiti(理一體) of Taiji, which led to the dilemma of Lishengqi(理
生氣) in Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi(太極生兩儀). The controversy related to 
these difficulties were clearly manifested later in interpretations by Joseon 
philosophers.” 

Kim concludes that Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi(太極生兩儀) poses no 
problem because it is based on Zhou Dunyi’s Doctrine of Taijitu, but Zhu 
Xi had to face the problem posed by Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi by interpreting 
Taiji as Li(理). He considered the dilemma of Taiji‒Sheng‒Liangyi 
resolved when Wang Fuzhu, who inherited Zhang Zai’s(張載) philosophy 
of Qi, recovered the basic theory of the origin of Taiji.
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4. Evaluation and Outlook

Of the 24 papers published in 2019 on Ming/Qing Confucian Studies, 18 
papers are about Wang Yangming(and his followers). This overwhelming 
dominance of Wang Yangming has been maintained since 2015(papers 
published in 2014), the first year of this annual report, demonstrating 
who the most prominent Confucian scholar is in Ming/Qing Confucian 
studies in Korea. 

With 24 papers, the number of papers was maintained at the level 
of two previous years(26 papers in 2017 and 17 papers in 2018), and 
the mainstream research still focused on the Yangming school, that 
is, Xinxue(心學). This suggests that the scholars covered in the current 
Korean research on Eastern philosophy are not diversified. From these 
research trends, it can be inferred that not only does the research on 
Eastern philosophy in Korea have a limited range, but that the researcher 
base in this field is also very limited.

A considerable portion of the 24 papers are work intensive. These 
papers show the results of the researchers who stand out with their unique 
characteristics in their respective fields. Of them, the following papers 
merit much attention: Park Kil‒su’s “A Study on the Single Nature of 
Wangyangming ‒ Mainly in Comparison With Zhuxi’s Nature Theory,” Han 
Jeong‒gil’s “A Study on Statecraft Thought of the Intelligent Bureaucrats 
in Gangu Yangming School Zou Shouyi(鄒守益),” Kim Kee‒hyeon’s “The 
Metaphysical Paradigm‒Shift in Neo‒Confucianism‒The Transition from 
li t'i ch'i yong(理體氣用) to li ch'eng ch'i chi(理乘氣機),” Kim Jin‒gun’s 
paper “Interpretational Difficulties And Resolutions of Taegeuk 太極, the 
Theory’s Paradigm Shift‒Focusing on Taegeuk Theory of Zhuxi 朱熹 and 
Wang Fuzhi 王夫之,” and Ahn Jae‒ho’s paper “A Narrow Viewpoint on the 
System of Wang ShouRen’s Cultivation Theory‒Is Zhi Liangzhi(致良知) the 
Conclusion of the Yangming School’s Cultivation Theory?” 




